Using your Fast-Draw Bow Holder
Sizing the pocket for your cam or limb
The first step when using your Fast-Draw bow
holder is to correctly size the pocket for your cam or limb.
The pocket should be as large as possible while still
holding the cam. The easiest way to size the pocket is to
put the holder on and set your bow in it, if it holds it well
you are done, if not, adjust the pocket to the next smaller
latch point and test it again. Repeat the process until the
pocket holds the cam without binding when lifting the bow
out. With a recurve or long bow just adjust the pocket
down in size until comfortable.

Sitting
When you are going to be sitting for an extended
period of time, or when you will be shooting from the
sitting position (such as bear hunting), wearing the holder
at the knee is the most comfortable position and keeps
you ready for the shot with nearly no movement.
The holder should be
attached with the top elastic through
the top two slots and snugged
vertically around the thigh just above
the knee. The lower strap is wrapped
horizontally around the lower leg just
above the calf. See Figure 1.

Figure 1

Sitting / Standing
Use the bow holder in this manner when you will
be standing and sitting or when you are going to stand
exclusively (such as hunting from the ground). While
more comfortable when worn at the knee, you will have
almost no weight in your hands.
Move the top strap to the two lower webbing
slots as this allows the holder to rotate easier when going
to the sitting position. The bottom strap should be snug
around your thigh. The pocket of the holder should be
centered on your thigh. This configuration will allow the
bow to be oriented in line with your shoulders ready for
the shot. See Figure 2.
When going to the sitting position just slide the
holder to the inside of your thigh and place the bow in
the pocket. See Figure 3.
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